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Abstract. The purpose of this application, under Article 80.4 of the Code, is to amend

the ruling given in Opinion 686. Confusion has been caused by the omission of part

of the work by C.J.B. Amyot, 1845-1847. The work in question is Entomologie

Franpaise. Rhynchotes. Mi'thodc numonyuiique, and was published in Aimalcs dc la

Societe Eiilomologic/uc dc France and reprinted as a book (Amyot, 1848). It is

proposed to amend the entry on the Oflicial Index of Rejected and Invalid Works in

Zoology and to correct a pagination error published therein.
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1. C.J.B. Amyot (1845-1 847)' published in Annates de la Societe entoniologicjae de

France a large work in 5 parts; it was repaginated and published subsequently as a

book (Amyot, 1848). The non-binominal character of nomenclature used in the

whole work was clearly stated by Amyot himself in the Preface (1845, p. 369; 1848,

p. 1): ie mode de nomenclature que nous y avons adopte, sous le litre de Methode

mononymique . . . consiste dans Fapplication d"un nom unique, donne a chaque

espece, aux lieu de deux, le nom generique et le nom specitique, comme cela se

pratique dans la nomenclature en usage depuis Linne' (translation; the nomenclature

which we adopted here under the title 'Uninominal method" consists of the

application of a single name to each species, instead of two, the generic name and the

specific name, as this is used in nomenclature after Linnaeus). The unavailability of

Amyot's work for zoological nomenclature has been stressed in the literature many
times. At the time the original application (Z.N.(S.) 1478) was submitted the work

was unavailable under Article 25 (b) of the rules then in force: International Rules of

Zoological Nomenclature (1905). At the time of publication (1962, BZN 19: 42)

Article 10 (c) of the International Code of Zoological Nomenclature reinforced the

criteria of availability and all subsequent editions have maintained the Principle of

Binominal Nomenclature (see Article 1 1.4 of the 4th edition of the Code (1999)).

2. None of the subsequent parts (of the journal version) of the work contain the

subtitle 'Methode nu)noiiyniicjiie\ but they are clearly marked as continuations

('suite") with a reference to all of the previously published parts and do not differ

from the first part in nomenclatural approach.

3. Some of Amyot's uninominals were made available as genus- or species-group

names by 19th century authors (Lucas, 1849, p. 83; Dallas, 1852, pp. 524, 525;

Gorski, 1852, p. 81; Kolenati, 1857, pp. 404, 407, 414, 417, 422, 425, 427; Fieber.
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1866, p. 505; Mulsant & Rey, 1866, p. 267; 1870, p. 158). Starting with Puton (1899,

pp. 13, 17, 18, 89, 99, 100), all these names were credited to these subsequent authors

and in concepts used by them, but which do not always coincide with those of Amyot.

In most groups this approach was used even earHer (e.g. Stal, 1861, pp. 617, 619 for

the names of cicadoidiea).

4. Amyot's work (both journal and book) was rejected for nomcnclatural purposes

in Opinion 686 (BZN 20: 423) because the author did not apply the principles of

binominal nomenclature. Unfortunately the pages of one part of the journal version

(vol. 5, pp. 143-238) were not cited in the original proposal (BZN 19: 42) or in

Opinion 686 (though figures to this pari, t. 2, were cited). This obvious omission and

the absence of a subtitle (see above) were used to presume that the part of the work

that was not listed in the Opinion was available for nomenciatural purposes and that

the uninominal species names of cicadoidea contained in this part are available as

generic names (see Melville & Sims, 1984; Boulard, 1991; Boulard & Weiner, 2001)

with resulting changes in the long established generic nomenclature.

5. To eliminate the source of confusion it is proposed under Article 80.4 that the

entry on the Ofiflcial Index of Rejected and Invalid Works in Zoology should be

amended to correct the pagination cited for vol. 5 from Amyot, C.J.B. 1847. Annates

de la Socic'te Entomologiqiw lie Franee, 5: 453-542, t. 2-7 to ibid. 5: 143-238, 453-542,

t. 2, 7.

6. The Internationa! Commission on Zoological Nomenclature is accordingly asked:

(1) to amend the ruling given in Opinion 686 to include vol. 5, pp. 143-238;

(2) to correct the entry on the Official Index of Rejected and Invalid Works in

Zoology for the pagination cited for vol. 5 to pp. 143-238, 453-542, t. 2, 7.
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